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Relocation Chart:
Ascendant's Symbol:
A self-service restaurant, the cafeteria such as originated in Los Angeles,
displays its inviting steam tables. SUPPLY

20° Gemini
Midheaven's Symbol:
A big trained bear,sitting on a chair especially built for him, is waving all
four paws in grotesque fashion. EQUATION

23° Aquarius

Relocation Changes:
Moon in  8th House
Sun in 10th House
Mercury in  9th House
Venus in 10th House
Mars in 11th House
Jupiter in 11th House
Saturn in  6th House
Uranus in  5th House
Neptune in  6th House
Pluto in 10th House
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Becoming deeply attached to others is a strong tendency. You give complete devotion and loyalty
to a friend or marriage partner. However, you are sometimes too concerned with what you have
given and selfishly await what you consider equal favors.

Moon in  8th House

A drive for achievement, power, and prominence in society is strong. Your career is your primary
form of self-expression. You are ambitious and discipline yourself in order to accomplish the goals
and objectives you set for yourself.

Sun in 10th House

You enjoy traveling and learning a wide variety of things. You are philosophical, broad-minded, and
have little patience with details. Politics, education, and other areas of general information also
interest you.

Mercury in  9th House

You like to dress up for public events, and you relate to people harmoniously and diplomatically in
public, professional, or business situations. Consequently, you attract benefit and success in
career. You are also formal in personal relationships.

Venus in 10th House

You are active in groups, clubs, organizations, and businesses. You perform well in administrative
or cooperative positions. You urge the group or club to greater achievements and take pride in a
collective effort.

Mars in 11th House

You probably are a member of several clubs or organizations. You need to feel a part of larger
social movements, and you find much happiness and fulfillment in participating in these activities.

Jupiter in 11th House

You are a responsible, determined worker. You take your work seriously, and you perform your
tasks very thoroughly. You often feel that if you want a job done right, you will have to do it
yourself, while co-workers may feel you are too demanding.

Saturn in  6th House

Exciting sports and creativity are enjoyable. You like to express yourself spontaneously and
individualistically; for example, you would prefer to learn painting, music, etc. by experimentation
and instinct rather than formal training.

Uranus in  5th House

Helping people with their emotional and psychic needs is one of your aspirations. Practical chores
do not hold your attention, and consequently you do not perform most jobs very well. Psychology,
healing, welfare work, and ministry are good areas.

Neptune in  6th House

You have a deep inner yearning to have a successful career. You may not express this feeling
often with others, but you quietly, deliberately, and persistently pursue your goals of success and
power.

Pluto in 10th House
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